
 

STARTER KIT 

 

.A good Selection of brushes including foundation, concealer, powder, blusher, eyeshadow, 

blending, tapered, eyeliner and lip. Not all brushes have to cost a fortune to be good. Real 

techniques, Kryolan, Mac , Bobbi Brown, Morphe, all do good brushes but can order cheaper 

brushes from sites such as Amazon etc though worth not going really cheap as they may fall 

apart!! Always clean your brushes after every client. 

 

 

.Cleanser, toner, moisturiser, eye make up remover, face wipes. Always have these in your kit 

ready to clean your clients face before and/or after Make Up. Best to stick to sensitive skin ranges 

to suit all or miceller water is very good. 

 

.Make up primer for making the make up last longer 

 

.Eye primer for making the eye make up last longer and can help prevent creasing of eyeshadow 

 

.Colour correctors-this can be in a palette so have all the colour ranges you need  

 

.Concealers-again can get a palette with large colour range in. 

 

 

.A selection of foundations. This is something there it’s worth spending on a good range you 

don’t need all the colours, the lightest, the mid colour and darkest would start you off as can mix 

them together. Good to have a light weight coverage foundation and also a full coverage 

foundation due to needing different application dependent on brief of job and your clients skin. 

 

. Contour palette in creams or powders , alternatively can use matt eyeshadows for powder 

contour or for cream contour can use foundations or concealers. 

 

 

.Eyebrow powders & pencils in various colour ranges. 

 

.Eyeshadows. You will need a selection of eyeshadows in matt and shimmer and creams and in 

both neutral and bright strong colours. You can get good palettes from Mac, Kryolan, Urban 

decay, Charlotte Tilbury, Morphe and also a lot of cheaper high street stores do good colour 

choices. 

 

.Mascara in black,brown,waterproof and clear. 

 

.False lashes and a decent glue such as duo adhesive 

.Eyeliners -Kryolan and Mac gel liners dry quickly and set so great once applied but if prefer can 

use an eyeliner pen (Make sure it will dry!) 

 

.Under eye highlighter , expensive ones include Touch eclait, bit a lot of high street stores do 

cheaper versions and Maybelline age rewind are really good. 

 

.Blushers in a range of colours again can at a palette in powder form and a couple of cream ones 

too. 

 



.Highlighters/illuminators/strobe cream again a lot of good high street versions and can mix with 

foundations for a glow.  

 

.Setting translucent powder  

 

.A range of lip liners including a neutral, pink, red, orange and berry 

 

.A selection of lipsticks can be in a palette or make up your own palette by melting down so have 

good colour choice. 

 

.At least a couple of lip glosses especially a clear one. 

 

.A couple of pigments such as Mac or Kryolan and a selection of glitters (only face ones.) 

 

.A Make Up setting spray. 

 

.Beauty blender, powder puff , Make Up pencil sharpener , pallets and palette knife , eye lash 

curlers , tweezers, nail scissors  

 

Strip & individual false lashes and a glue such as Duo adhesive or Kryolan  

 

.Cotton buds , cotton wool, disposable mascara wands , tissues, wipes 

 

Brush cleaner & isopropyl alcohol 

 

.A Make Up case, kit bag and clear pvc bags are useful to see what’s in each one ie lip sticks , eye 

pencils and mascaras etcetc  

 


